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Once a hotshot investigative reporter, Jack Tagger now bangs out obituaries for a South Florida daily,
plotting to resurrect my newspaper career by yoking my byline to some famous stiff. Jimmy Stoma, the
infamous front man of Jimmy and the Slut Puppies, dead in a fishy-smelling scuba accident, might be the
stiff of Jack s dreams if only he can figure out what happened.

Standing in the way are (among others) his ambitious young editor, who hasn t yet fired anyone but plans to
break her cherry on Jack; the rock star s pop-singer widow, who s using the occasion of her husband s death
to re-launch her own career; and the soulless, profit-hungry owner of the newspaper, whom Jack once
publicly humiliated at a stockholders meeting.

With clues from the dead rock singer s music, Jack ultimately unravels Jimmy Stoma s strange fate in a
hilariously hard-won triumph for muckraking journalism, and for the death-obsessed obituary writer himself.

Always be halfway prepared is Jack Tagger s motto and it s more than enough to guarantee a wickedly
funny, brilliantly entertaining novel from Carl Hiaasen.
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From reader reviews:

Loretta Claybrooks:

The publication with title Basket Case has lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This book exist new understanding the information that exist in this e-book
represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you in new era of the syndication. You can read the
e-book with your smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

Deanna Nance:

Why? Because this Basket Case is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to snap the
item but latter it will distress you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining means but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this any more or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of gains than the other
book get such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to hold up
having that book? If I have been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Nathan Osborne:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to decide on book
like comic, small story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not hoping Basket Case that
give your satisfaction preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the
world can be said as the opportunity for people to know world much better then how they react in the
direction of the world. It can't be stated constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man or woman but
for all of you who wants to become success person. So , for all you who want to start examining as your
good habit, you could pick Basket Case become your own personal starter.

Maurice Conner:

Is it a person who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day through watching television programs
or just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Basket Case can be the respond to, oh how
comes? A fresh book you know. You are so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this new era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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